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Abstract
The task of safely steering agents amidst static and dynamic obstacles has
many applications in robotics, graphics, and traffic engineering. While decentral-
ized solutions are essential for scalability and robustness, achieving globally efficient
motions for the entire system of agents is equally important. In a traditional de-
centralized setting, each agent relies on an underlying local planning algorithm that
takes as input a preferred velocity and the current state of the agent’s neighborhood
and then computes a new velocity for the next time-step that is collision-free and as
close as possible to the preferred one. Typically, each agent promotes a goal-oriented
preferred velocity, which can result in myopic behaviors as actions that are locally
optimal for one agent is not necessarily optimal for the global system of agents. In
this thesis, we explore a human-inspired approach for efficient multi-agent navigation
that allows each agent to intelligently adapt its preferred velocity based on feedback
from the environment. Using supervised learning, we investigate different egocentric
representations of the local conditions that the agents face and train various deep
neural network architectures on extensive collections of human trajectory datasets
to learn corresponding life-like velocities. During simulation, we use the learned ve-
locities as high-level, preferred velocities signals passed as input to the underlying
local planning algorithm of the agents. We evaluate our proposed framework using
two state-of-the-art local methods, the ORCA method, and the PowerLaw method.
ii
Qualitative and quantitative results on a range of scenarios show that adapting the
preferred velocity results in more time- and energy-efficient navigation policies, al-
lowing agents to reach their destinations faster as compared to agents simulated with
vanilla ORCA and PowerLaw.
iii
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Real-time goal-directed navigation of multiple agents has many applications in
robotics, graphics, and traffic engineering. Whether Roombas are cleaning the floor,
animated pedestrians walking through a virtual world, or robots delivering parts for
packaging in Amazon warehouses, the agents should be able to sense their surround-
ings and react accordingly to avoid collisions while successfully executing their tasks.
Despite not colliding, though, it is often important for the agents to navigate effi-
ciently, for example, to save resources (i.e., battery life) or reach critical locations in
a timely manner. However, conflicting constraints and the need to operate in dynamic
environments make the problem very challenging. Besides, due to real-time require-
ments, each agent typically needs to compute its motion independently, with limited
or no communication with the other agents. State-of-the-art decentralized techniques
for multi-agent navigation can provide formal guarantees about the collision-free be-
havior of the agents and can be extended to account for motion and sensing uncer-
tainty allowing implementation on actual robots [1, 9, 59, 63]. However, even though,
such techniques generate locally efficient motions for each agent, the global behavior
of the agents can be far from efficient. This is because actions that are optimal for
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one agent are not necessarily optimal for the entire system of agents. Consequently,
most of the existing decentralized planners are very conservative leading to inefficient
agents that focus on not colliding and often forget about their tasks at hand.
In this project, we seek to develop a new, human-inspired approach for efficient
mobile agent navigation. Humans know when they have to be polite and yield to
others and when to take decisive actions, efficiently performing complex navigation
tasks without collisions such as walking in densely packed environments. The goal of
this project is to enable such behavior to mobile agents by taking advantage of the
large amounts of human crowd data available today. Importantly, and as opposed
to recent learning techniques for multi-robot navigation [15, 12], we will use human
data to enhance the decision-making process of the agents rather than replace their
underlying planning routines. Consequently, the proposed work lead to agents that
exhibit efficient, human-like, behavior while still guaranteeing robust and collision-
free navigation.
This project aims to improve the global efficiency of decentralized multia-
gent systems by improving the decision-making of individual agents based on data
of real human interactions. Our work follows the traditional multi-agent navigation
paradigm, where each agent navigates independently by running a continuous cycle
of sensing and acting. At each cycle, the agent senses its nearby agents and computes
a new collision-free velocity that is as close as possible to a preferred velocity indi-
cating the agent’s desired direction of motion and speed. While an extensive amount
of work exists on finding locally optimal collision-free velocities, little effort has been
put to adapt the input preferred velocity. Traditionally, the preferred velocity used
is the unit vector pointing towards the agent’s goal scaled by its preferred speed.
However, opting to move fast towards the goal while ignoring the aggregate motion
of its neighbors can lead to myopic behavior and decrease the efficiency of the overall
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system in the long run. In this project, we hypothesize that the best way to teach
agents what preferred velocities to take is by letting them learn these velocities from
human crowds. Our overall approach is divided into two phases as shown in Figure
1.1. First, in an offline training phase, we train a deep learning model to learn pre-
ferred velocities from pedestrian datasets. Second, in the online simulation phase,
where each agent queries the trained network to retrieve a preferred velocity, which
is inputted into a local planning algorithm to get a collision-free velocity.
In the training phase, we use five publicly available pedestrian datasets which
contain crowd interaction examples across a variety of real-world scenarios. We ex-
plore three state-descriptors, namely LiDAR, minimum predicted distance (MPD)
[49], and a latent-space attention to encode the local conditions that the agent faces.
The neural network architectures are trained to learn the instantaneous velocity taken
by the human as a function of the local interaction conditions.
In the simulation phase, each agent in an iterative manner observes its local
neighborhood and queries the trained neural network to find its new target velocity.
The target velocity is not taken directly but rather is used as the preferred velocity in a
collision-avoidance subroutine. We tested the applicability of our proposed approach
on two popular algorithms for local collision avoidance, the ORCA [63] introduced
in robotics and the Power-law [31]. We qualitatively and quantitatively compare
the simulation results produced by vanilla collision-avoidance methods as well as the
combined approach proposed above. Our results show that using learned velocities
as the input preferred velocity improves the time efficiency of the global system of
agents when compared to vanilla local planners. The primary focus of this thesis is
as follows:
1. Investigate how the efficiency of the multi-agent system is impacted when each
3
Figure 1.1: Overview of the proposed method. In the training phase, we compute local
neighborhood representations of individual humans from real-world crowd datasets.
We then train a neural network to learn to map these neighborhood encodings into
velocities taken by the human at the next timestep. In the simulation phase, each
agent observes its local neighborhood and queries the trained neural network to obtain
a human-inspired velocity which is passed into the local planner as the preferred
velocity. The local planner outputs a collision free velocity which the agent takes in
the simulation.
agent selects its preferred velocity based on the state of its local neighborhood,
compared to moving greedily towards their goal.
2. Investigate various state-descriptors in terms of their efficacy of representing
the instantaneous as well as dynamic factors of the agent’s local neighborhood.
3. Evaluate the efficacy of the proposed human-inspired framework for multi-agent
navigation.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review highly
relevant work on multi-agent navigation. In Chapter 3, we present our problem for-
mulation for multi-agent navigation. We further elaborate on the pedestrian datasets
that we used for training (3.1), and explain in detail our three proposed methods
for capturing the per-agent local conditions, namely the LiDAR scan, the Miminum
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Predicted Distance scan, and an attention-based latent encoding method (3.2). In
Chapter 4, we provide qualitative results comparing simulation results using two
collision-avoidance methods (4.1), and enumerate the quantitative metrics we used
for evaluation and discuss how the different encoding-based approaches perform (4.2).




Our work focuses on the decentralized multi-agent navigation domain, where
the aim is to steer a system of agents from their starting position to the goal position
while avoiding collision with static and dynamic obstacles in the scene. In particular,
our work follows a traditional decentralized paradigm where each agent follows a cycle
of sensing and acting inside the environment on its own, without any communication
from its neighbors, and the goal is to improve the global efficiency of the entire
system of agents. Two general approaches for addressing the problem are planning-
based and learning-based. Planning-based approaches are procedure-driven methods
that can provide theoretical guarantees about navigation. In contrast, learning-based
algorithms are data-driven methods that tend to generalize well to a large variety
of scenarios, but unlike the planning methods, they do not guarantee collision-free
behavior. Our work adopts a hybrid approach where we use machine learning to
learn high-level navigation control signals from pedestrian data and combine it with
a planning-based subroutine to produce collision-free motion.
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2.1 Local Planning Algorithms for Collision Avoid-
ance
Multi-agent motion planning algorithms aim to find a sequence of valid ac-
tions for each agent to move them from starting to goal state without colliding with
any static obstacles or other agents present in the environment. Local planning al-
gorithms select these actions based on the agent’s local surroundings, typically based
on feedback from their sensors. Existing local planning approaches that rely on social
forces and rule-based techniques have been successfully applied to various multi-agent
domains and have been shown to generate human-like collision avoidance behavior
[25, 50, 52, 54]. Geometric local planners based on the concepts of velocity obsta-
cles and time to collision [63, 31] are also widely applicable as they provide for-
mal guarantees about the collision-free behavior of the agents and can be extended
to account for motion and sensing uncertainty allowing implementation on actual
robots [1, 26, 67, 64].
In this work, two popular local planning frameworks have been explored. Op-
timal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance (ORCA) [63] is a highly scalable geometric local
planner that uses the concept of velocity obstacles and for provable collision-free nav-
igation. One limitation of ORCA is that agents can behave very timidly and not
exhibit urgency to reach their goal position, leading to high simulation times. The
other collision avoidance framework we consider in this thesis is the PowerLaw [31, 33],
which is a predictive force-based approach that calculates collision-free velocities using
the time-to-collision with respect to neighboring agents. The PowerLaw’s formulation
is derived from human pedestrian data and is known to produce human-like naviga-
tion. We are treating these frameworks as “black-boxes” in our work, and in theory,
they can be replaced with any other local planner that takes some information about
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an agent’s local neighborhood as well as a preferred velocity as input and computes
a target velocity that avoids collision and is as close as possible to the preferred. The
preferred velocity passed into the local planner is typically the direction vector point-
ing from the agent’s current position towards the goal, scaled by the agent’s preferred
speed, hence encouraging agents to exhibit goal-oriented behavior. This often results
in locally greedy actions such that each agent attempts to make maximum progress
towards its goal while ignoring its neighbors. Such actions, while locally optimal,
may lead to long-term consequences that negatively impact the system’s efficiency at
a global level. In this thesis, we propose to address this issue by learning preferred
velocities from human pedestrian data.
2.2 Machine Learning for Multiagent Navigation
Numerous recent works [8, 12, 15, 43, 70, 13] have used reinforcement learn-
ing, where the task is formulated as a multi-agent Markov Decision Process, and the
agent interacts with the environment to learn a policy to map its observable state
into actions that maximize the rewards. There have also been work that focuses on
planning under uncertainty with Bayesian approaches [34, 2], and learning through
imitation learning like [72, 60]. Inverse reinforcement learning approaches have also
been explored [37, 38, 27] to predict human trajectories and promote socially com-
pliant navigation in virtual agents. Behavior cloning approaches, that rely on expert
demonstrations to train artificial agents have previously attempted to learn policies
by mapping from state to actions [6, 48] in self-driving cars, as well as in multi-robot
navigation [14, 44]. A recent work [71] has combined knowledge distillation [29] in
neural networks and deep reinforcement learning to shape reward functions from hu-
man trajectory data. In [5], the authors train multiple machine learning policies by
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dividing the possible space of states an agent can encounter into steering contexts,
which they define as collections of situations selected for their qualitative similarity.
In [40], the authors track pedestrians in crowd videos to create example scenarios
queried by agents during simulation to generate human-like trajectories and interac-
tions. Long et al. [44] uses deep learning to train a collision-avoidance network on a
synthetic dataset containing examples of collision-free velocities generated by ORCA
in randomly generated scenarios. In contrast to the aforementioned approaches, we
aim to learn high-level actions directly from human crowd pedestrian data through
supervised learning and combine them with a geometric collision avoidance frame-
work. This allows for human-inspired multi-agent navigation while still providing
guarantees about collision-free motion.
Our work also investigates how different state-space representation is con-
ducive for efficient training. Various representations have been proposed in the liter-
ature, such as static representations of the neighborhood like distance-based LiDAR
scans, occupancy grids, RGB-D images, or anticipatory metrics like the minimum
predicted distance (MPD) [49]. Many recent deep learning approaches learn directly
from raw neighborhood data, such as a list of neighbor positions and velocities rela-
tive to the agent [7, 44]. Communication between agents for collaborative navigation
is also a heavily researched area, where the states of each agent can also be influenced





We are given n agents A1...An moving in a scene. Each agent Ai enters the
environment at a specific time t0i as a and has a specific goal position gi to reach.
In this work, we assume that all agents are holonomic discs with a fixed radius r,
and have a commonly preferred speed s. At time-step t in the environment, each
active agent Ai has a global position p
t
i and a velocity v
t
i , and can sense the static
obstacles and neighboring agents within a given sensing radius r. After observing its
local neighborhood N (Ati), the agent must take a velocity v
(t+1)
i at the next time-step
that (a) makes progress towards its goal, (b) avoids collisions with the neighboring
agents and obstacles in the scene. This velocity v
(t+1)
i is typically selected by a
collision avoidance algorithm that takes as input the positions and relative velocities
of the agent’s neighbors and a preferred velocity vpref , and outputs a collision-free
velocity that is closest to vpref . Traditionally, vpref is treated as the vector that points
towards the agent’s goal, scaled by the agent’s preferred speed. Here we propose to
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Table 3.1: Pedestrian datasets used for training
interaction conditions in the real world. To do this, we use supervised learning to
train neural networks on human trajectory data and learn a mapping from the local
conditions of the human to their preferred velocity, i.e. E(N (Ati)) 7→ v
(t+1)
i . During
simulation, the agent observes it’s local conditions and queries the trained neural
network to retrieve a human-preferred velocity. Note that the agent does not take
the learned velocity directly, and instead inputs it as the preferred velocity vpref into
it’s underlying local planning algorithm which then returns a collision-free velocity
that is maximally aligned to the inputted preferred velocity.
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Figure 3.1: The datasets used for training, top left - Students, top right - Zara,
bottom - Oneway
3.2 Learning Human-Like Velocities
We seek to learn a function that maps an agent’s local conditions to the velocity
that it takes. In polar coordinates, each velocity vti can be represented as a tuple of
speed (magnitude) sti and deviation θ
t
i . Note that the deviation θ
t
i refers to the angle
of steering that an agent makes with respect to its goal direction. Since our eventual
goal is to use human-preferred velocities as preferred-velocity inputs into collision
avoidance subroutines, we only learn the human data’s deviation values. The choice
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of only learning the deviation is based on the assumption that agents will always want
to move at their preferred speeds and that human speeds can be noisy, dependent
on social, external, or other unobserved factors. Hence, we are learning the mapping
H : E(N (Ati)) 7→ θ
(t+1)
i using a deep neural network, where E is an encoding of the
local neighborhood of the agent. In Appendix B, we show results from our experiments
by learning human preferred velocities, that includes both speed and magnitude.
This chapter discusses three different strategies for the encoding function E
and corresponding network architectures H that can learn human-preferred deviations
from raw pedestrian data. Once the neural network H is trained, it can collaborate
with vanilla collision avoidance methods to produce efficient collision-free velocities.
In particular, our framework supports any local collision-avoidance planning algo-
rithm P (N (Ati),vtpref ) 7→ vt+1i , that can compute a collision-free velocity vt+1 by
accepting the agent’s local neighborhood N (Ati) and preferred velocity vtpref as in-
put. Typically, vtpref is treated as the unit vector from the agent’s current position to
the goal position scaled by the preferred speed s. Still, we hypothesize that learning
preferred velocities from human beings will help the agents react according to their
neighborhood’s dynamic features and take actions that optimize their trajectories and
improve the global system’s efficiency.
3.2.1 Distance Based Scan - LiDAR Scan
This is a static approach to encode an agent’s neighborhood that considers
the space that is not occluded by other agents or static obstacles in the field of view
of the agent. Note that the scan is performed in the local neighborhood representa-
tion N (Ai), such that it generalizes for all agents in our datasets. The lidar-based
neighborhood encoding Elidar : [-θ, θ] 7→ [0,r], which denotes a discrete mapping from
13
angular samples to the distance to the closest obstacle (static or dynamic) computed
using the LiDAR approach. We ignore any obstacles beyond the agent’s sensing ra-
dius r. A major limitation of the LiDAR scan is its static nature, preventing from
capturing the neighboring agents’ velocity information. To address this, we stack





where k is the length of frame history, f is the field of view and res is the angle
resolution of the LiDAR.
Figure 3.2: The left figure shows a frame from the oneway scene. The blue ’X’ sign
denotes the goal position of the blue agent. The red agents are other agents moving
in the scene (their velocities are not shown for simplicity). On right, the lidar-scan
in the local coordinate frame of the ego (blue) agent is shown. The new space is
centered at zero with the Y-axis pointing towards the goal.
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3.2.2 Minimum Predicted Distance (MPD)
Unlike LiDAR, which gives a static representation of the agent’s neighborhood,
MPD [46, 32, 49] is an anticipatory metric that considers the dynamic nature of the
neighborhood by accounting for the relative displacements and velocities between the
agent and its nearby neighbors. We can capture both how the local density changes
around the agent based on positions and how it is likely to change in the near future
from relative velocities. Similar to the distance-based map, to capture how MPD
varies spatially, we use an egocentric representation where now the neighborhood en-
coding, EMPD : [−θ, θ] 7→ [0, r], denotes a discrete mapping between evenly-spaced
orientations along with the agent’s FOV and MPD values with respect to the closest
object along with each orientation that can be found using ray tracing. Then, we
compute the MPD as the closest distance between the two interacting parties assum-
ing a linear extrapolation of their current velocities. Formally, given an agent A, the
MPD to its nth neighbor is computed as:
min
τ≥0
‖(p− pn) + (v − vn)τ‖)
where p and v denote the current position and velocities of the agent A, and
pn and vn denote the position and goal velocity of the neighbor, respectively. τ is the
time of closest approach between A and the neighbor.
The MPD-based formulation allows us to capture the agent’s local conditions
using just the current state observation. With this information, MPD is still inher-
ently anticipatory in nature, accounting for the agents’ expected future interactions
through their relative positions and velocities.
Figure 3.3, explains the idea of how MPD values are captured from the point of view
of the blue agent. We see that there are four neighboring red agents around the blue
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agent. The length of black and green lines at a particular angle represents the agent’s
MPD value with respect to the closest agent along that ray. The green lines show no
agent/obstacle, and the MPD value is set to the sensing radius, while the black lines
indicate that the agent senses an impending collision. Each ray signifies the MPD
value with respect to the closest neighbor along that ray. The relative velocity and
relative positions of the ego-agent with respect to agent 1 suggest a close encounter
in the near future. So, the MPD value with respect to this neighbor is quite low,
denoting the low distance to the closest approach with respect to this neighbor (a
zero value will suggest that a linear extrapolation of their current velocity will result
in a collision). Agent 2 is moving parallel to the ego-agent in the opposite direction,
and there is no sign of a collision. The MPD value with respect to agent 2, therefore,
is just the distance between them when they have the same x-coordinate. Note that
for agent 3, the time of closest approach τ is negative, signifying that the nearest ap-
proach would have happened in the past. For this case, we assume that the minimum
predicted distance is the current euclidean distance between the two since they will
diverge in the future. Finally, since the MPD for agent 4 is greater than the agent’s
sensing radius, this agent’s reading is not included in the scan.
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Figure 3.3: MPD Scan. Notice how the MPD value is low for agent 1 which seems
to be headed towards a collision with the ego-agent in the near future. On the other
hand, since the blue agent is diverging from agent 3, the distance of closest approach
is their distance at the current frame. For agent 2, the MPD value is the distance
between the two when they pass each other in the future.
3.2.3 Attention-based Latent Representation
Unlike LiDAR and MPD, where we generate a spatial or anticipatory embed-
ding of the agent’s neighborhood, this descriptor represents the neighborhood encod-
ing E as a generic neural network, where the input are the states from a fixed number
of nearby neighbors and the output are the latent variable φ (fixed-size vector) which
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describes local crowd conditions from the perspective of the agent.
Figure 3.4: Overview of the attention-based encoding.
For a given agent Ai, we obtain its neighborhood N (Ai) ∈ Rq×4 that contains
the state information (px, py, vx, vy) of each of the q nearest neighbors expresses in
the agent’s local coordinate system. We then process each neighbor with a neighbor
encoding network J that maps each neighbor to a fixed-length embedding space. We
aim to learn a neural attention score for each neighbor from these embedding vectors.
The basic principle of attention is to find importance scores for each item in a list of
keys depending on a query. In our case, the list of keys are the neighbor embeddings
[h0...hq], and the query is an order-invariant representation of the neighborhood,
such as the mean 1
q
∑
j hj. We concatenate the order-invariant mean vector with
individual neighbor embeddings and learn a scalar attention score for each neighbor






). Finally, we normalize the attention scores
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(using a softmax operation) and obtain an order-invariant latent embedding vector
φ for the neighborhood as a weighted sum of all neighbor encodings. A similar type
of architecture has been used recently with great success to train visual recognition
systems as agents move around scenes and robot-crowd interaction scenarios [7].
Algorithm 1: Attention-Based Encoding
input : Agent neighborhood in local coordinate space N (Ai) ∈ Rq×4
output: A fixed length neighbor encoding vector φ
1. Map to a fixed length embedding for each neighbor j in N (Ai):
hj = J(N (Ai)k), where J is a neural network.











where  is the concatenation operator and A is a feed forward network;
3. Normalize the attention scores for each neighbor
aj = softmax(aj∀j)






We used five pedestrian datasets (Table 3.1) to train our neural network,
namely oneway01, oneway02 , zara01, zara02, and students . Each dataset con-
tains a list of timestamps, instantaneous positions, and velocities of individuals in the
scene. Since some of our latter processing steps (the LiDAR scan, for example) de-
pends on frame sequences, we resample all datasets to have a fixed timestep difference
of 0.1 seconds. All datasets also contain static obstacles represented as axis-aligned
bounding boxes. To extract dynamic information from the data, we simulate the
data and reconstruct the scene by processing each row chronologically. We treat the
last known position of a pedestrian as his goal, and each pedestrian is removed from
the simulation once reaches the goal. At each timestep, we retrieve all the active
pedestrians’ global positions and then construct a local view of each agent. The lo-
cal coordinate frame’s origin is the current position of the ego-agent, and the Y-axis
points toward the agent’s goal. We transform the entire scene (neighboring agents
and static obstacles) to this local system and obtain the raw neighborhood infor-
mation N (Ai) for the ego-agent. This process is repeated for each active agent in
each timestep. There are many irregular movements in the crowd datasets, especially
zara02 and students. Some pedestrians stand still for large amounts of time and or
move aimlessly around the scene (without trying to reach their final positions). To
clean these examples, we prune examples where the pedestrian’s instantaneous speed
is below a certain threshold (0.25 m/s) and if their deviation angle is outside a certain
range (± 1.25 radians).
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3.3.2 Implementation Details
The training has been conducted in a supervised fashion using scenarios con-
taining oneway01, oneway02, zara01, zara02, and students datasets which cu-
mulatively consists of 130,000 training examples. The dataset is divided into a train-
test ratio of 80:20. For better generalization and inclusion of all training examples
during training, we created stratified mini-batches to ensure that the sampled mini-
batch contained an equal number of training examples from each scenario in the
combined dataset.
Figure 3.5: Network Architecture for LiDAR-based training
1. LiDAR:
The sensing radius r for calculating the LiDAR scan was kept as 5m. The field
of view f angle set to 240◦, and the angular resolution is set to 1. We use a frame
history length of 4 spaced with 0.1 second intervals to add dynamic information
to the scans. The input passed to the neural network is the LiDAR values
with historical scans. We then give the input to three 1D-Convolutional layers,
each consisting of 64 filters, kernel size of 5, and strides as 2 with activation
function as the rectified linear unit (ReLU). The third convolution layer’s output
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is then flattened and fed through one fully connected layer containing 64 units.
The final dense layer contains one neuron optimized to predict the deviation.
We trained this network with mini-batches of 64 examples using the Adaptive
Moment Estimation (ADAM) algorithm with a learning rate of 0.0001. We used
early stopping to prevent over-fitting when the model performed poorly on a
test dataset. We used dropout on every layer to limit over-fitting, and a drop
rate of 0.5 resulted in the best generalization of the test data.
2. MPD:
The network architecture and training method is same as LiDAR. The only
difference is that we do not use historic frames for MPD.
3. Latent-Attention:
The neighbor encoding network H is a two-layer feed-forward neural network,
each of 64 units and activation function as the hyperbolic tangent. The attention
network A is a linear layer that outputs unnormalized attention scores. The
final dense layer accepts the attention-encoded features as input and predicts
the deviation values. Like the other methods, we trained this network using
ADAM Optimizer as well with a learning rate of 5e−4.
The Figure 3.6 shows the training and testing plots of the 3 methods. The
test losses for each method reaches close to 10−3 which attests that our neighborhood
descriptors have a strong correlation with the deviations chosen by the humans.
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Figure 3.6: Train vs Test losses for the LiDAR, MPD, and Latent approaches. It
seems that both MPD and LiDAR achieve lower test losses than the Latent method,
although the Latent method seems less noisy compared to the other two.
3.3.3 Model Interpretability
Before deploying any machine learning model, especially highly non-linear
structures like neural networks, it is crucial to understand the fairness and the ex-
plainability of the network. This section presents a simple gradient-based optimiza-
tion algorithm to interpret our models and help us understand how the network is
making decisions. The algorithm will input a target deviation angle, and the objective
of this algorithm is to create a saliency map [57, 45] of LiDAR values that will make
the trained network predict the input deviation angle. In other words, the algorithm
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tries to create an inverse mapping from the deviation to the LiDAR values.
Algorithm 2: Towards Model Interpretability
input : A trained neural network Ψ : X ∈ RFOV 7→ θ that maps from a
radial input (MPD or LiDAR) to human-preferred deviation,
A query deviation angle θ∗
output: A saliency map X∗ ∈ RFOV s.t. Ψ(X∗)→ θ∗
Randomly initialize X∗,
Initialize σ = 0.1, l2 = 10
−3, lr = 10−1
for k steps do
Forward pass through Ψ and obtain the current prediction θ̂ = Ψ(X∗);
Randomly perturb the target deviation θ∗ with mean centered gaussian
noise. θ̇ = θ∗ +N (0, σ) ;
Calculate loss L = (y − y∗)2 + l2 ‖X∗‖ ;
Calculate gradients of loss L with respect to X∗.∇ = δL
δX∗
;
Optimize X∗ with one step of gradient descent. X∗ = X∗ − lr ∗ ∇
end
The optimization algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. Given a neural net-
work Ψ and a query deviation angle θ∗, we aim to find a radial input X such that
Ψ(X) is very close to θ∗. At each step, we aim to reduce the loss between the queried
deviation angle and the network’s output with respect to our current best guess for
X. We add an L2 normalization loss to the radial scan to penalize high values in
the scan. Finally, we compute the gradients of the total loss with respect to X and
perform gradient descent. We also recommend using Gaussian filtering for smoothing
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the output scans. Alternatively, instead of optimizing for 240 rays, one could optimize
for a lower number (say, 24) and then up-sample to retrieve the entire field-of-view.
We have trained the network with one frame LiDAR data on pedestrian
datasets (oneway01, oneway02, zara01, zara02 and students). We then cap-
ture an importance map with each ray of LiDAR scan for a range of deviations. In
Figure 3.7 the black lines represent if the saliency map expects an obstacle along that
ray, while green lines represent little or no obstruction. The blue arrow is the target
deviation input into the optimization algorithm. To interpret the Figure 3.7, the aim
here is that when an input of −1 radians is passed as deviation angle to the network,
we want to generate a LiDAR scan that would make the network output the deviation
angle as −1 radians. We see that for input with extreme deviation angle (e.g., -1 and
1), the network creates a scan representing obstacles/neighbors at the agent’s front
and opposite sides. We notice the agent tries to predict a deviation that is away from
the approaching obstacles to avoid the collision. For inputting the deviation angle as
0, we would expect a scan with no obstructions, which is happening in the third row
of the Fig 3.7. The network correctly returns a nearly empty scan. These experiments
show that the neural network is learning useful patterns from the pedestrian datasets
that align with human intuition.
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Figure 3.7: The 1st row shows the LiDAR scans for input deviation -1, -0.5, -0.2
radians (from left to right). The 2nd row shows the LiDAR scans for deviation input
0.2, 0.5, 1 radians. The 3rd row shows the LiDAR scan for input deviation of 0
radians. Note that the scans are produced with a constraint on its L2-norm, so it’s
biased towards producing the minimum perturbations (i.e. black rays) possible.
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3.4 Simulation
In 3.3 we elaborate on how we use supervised learning on pedestrian datasets
to train a neural network that maps the local conditions of a pedestrian to the devia-
tion (from the goal vector) that he took. We now seek to integrate this neural network
to steer virtual agents towards their goals in multi-agent navigation scenarios. How-
ever, using the human-preferred velocities directly does not guarantee collision-free
navigation. Instead, we propose to use the learned velocities as the input preferred
velocity vpref to the agent’s underlying collision avoidance subroutine C.
Our simulation algorithm follows the typical multiagent navigation paradigm.
At timestep t = 0, the scene is initialized with each disk-shaped agent Ai at their
starting location with predefined goal positions gi. At each timestep, each agent
observes it’s local neighborhood and formulates the appropriate representation (Li-
DAR, MPD, or Latent). This representation is then processed by the trained neural
network to output a human-preferred deviation θt+1i . The agent’s preferred velocity
for the next timestep is defined as a tuple of it’s preferred speed s and preferred
deviation θt+1i . Finally, the subroutine C inputs the preferred velocity v
t+1
i pref and
the relative positions and velocities of the agent’s nearest neighbors (typically within
a predefined sensing radius) and computes a collision free velocity vt+1i closest to the







i ∆t, where ∆t is the simulation timestep. We
serially update each agent’s location following the above steps. Agents are removed
from the scene when they reach within 0.1m distance from their goal.
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Algorithm 3: Simulation Algorithm
input : A pre-trained neural network Ψ : f(E(N (Ai))) 7→ θ
Collision avoidance algorithm C(N (Ai), vpref ) 7→ v(t+1)i
Initial positions (x01, ...x
0
N), goal positions (g1...gN), radius
(r1, ...rN), and preferred speeds (s1, ...sN) of N agents.
Initialize time t = 0
Initialize list of agents A containing disks Ai of radius ri at position xi
while ‖A‖6= 0 do
for i = 1 ... N do
Create a local coordinate mapping function L that transforms from
the global space into the agent’s local space such that the origin is at




Compute local state N (Ai) containing the relative position and
velocities of neighboring agents within sensing rsense in L
Compute observation E(N (Ai)) using the encoding strategy E ;
Query the neural network to get preferred deviation
θt+1i = Ψ(E(N (Ai))) ;
Preferred velocity vt+1i pref = [si, θ
t+1
i ] (in polar coordinates);
Collision free velocity vt+1i = C(vti pref , E(N (Ai)));
Convert vt+1i to global space with L−1
end
for i = 1 ... N do





Remove agent Ai from A if ‖xi − gi‖ ≤ 0.1 m ;
end





In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed framework (Figure
1.1) using the ORCA [Appendix C.1] and the Power Law [Appendix C.2] methods
as the underlying local planners to compute the final collision-free velocity of each
agent. . We consider the following four scenarios:
1. Hallway: Two groups of six agents each start at opposite sides of a narrow
and short hallway and have to swap positions.
2. Circle: Twelve agents initialized on the perimeter of a circle trying to reach
the opposite end of the circle.
3. Two-groups at 90◦: Two groups of 15 agents each cross paths perpendicularly
in an obstacle-free environment.
4. Crowd: 48 agents are places in a square region and have to reach randomly
assigned goals.
The starting configurations of each scenario are shown in Figure 4. All simulations
were produced using same test conditions across all methods. The preferred speed
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for each agent is set to 1.3 m/s and the maximum speed to 1.5 m/s. The agent
radius for the circle and hallway scenario is set to 0.25m and 0.3m, respectively,
and for the crowd and Two-groups at 90◦, it is set to 0.2m. Selecting the agent’s
radius to a larger value for the circle and hallway scenarios makes navigation tasks
more difficult and allows us to assess the encoding methods’ value. For ORCA and
PowerLaw, the velocities are updated every 0.1 seconds and 0.02 seconds, respectively.
The network is queried for preferred velocities every 0.1 seconds, consistent with the
training conditions in the pedestrian datasets.
During simulation, every agent spawns in the virtual environment at its desig-
nated start position. At each step of the simulation, each agent observes neighboring
agents’ states in a 5m sensing radius around the agent and converts the neighborhood
into the agent’s local coordinate system. The neighborhood is then encoded with the
corresponding method (LiDAR, MPD, or Latent-based) and then given as input into
a trained neural network. The neural network outputs a preferred deviation based
on the input neighborhood. We input this deviation and the agent’s preferred speed
into the underlying local planner as the next timestep’s preferred velocity. The local
planning algorithm considers the states of the agent’s neighbors and static obsta-
cles and outputs a collision-free velocity that is maximally aligned to the preferred
velocity. The positions of all agents are updated according to the planner’s veloc-
ity using standard Euler integration. We remove agents from the scene after they
reach a 0.5m radius surrounding their goal positions. In our experiments, we use
the Python versions of the official PowerLaw and ORCA libraries as implemented in
[http://motion.cs.umn.edu/PowerLaw] and [https://gamma.cs.unc.edu/RVO2/], re-
spectively.
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Figure 4.1: The above group of images show the test scenarios where we evaluate
our approaches. Top Left: Two-groups at 90◦, Top Right: Circle, Middle: Crowd,
Bottom: Hallway. The images show the starting locations of the agents and the
cross-hairs show their goal positions in the environment.
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4.1 Evaluation Metrics
We use the following metrics to evaluate the performance of the simulations :
1. Simulation Time: This can be defined as the time taken by the entire simu-
lation to complete, i.e., from the beginning until the last agent reaches its goal.
Lower simulations times are better.
2. Average Speed: This denotes the average speed of each agent in the simula-
tion. A speed equal to 1.3 m/s is preferable which is the preferred agent speed
set in all of our simulations.
3. Collision Rate: This is a ratio of the total number of collisions to the total
number of frames in the simulation. Two agents are said to be colliding at a
particular timestep if their centers’ distance is smaller than the sum of their
radii.
4. Interaction Overhead: We use the interaction overhead metric as defined in
[20]. For each agent, the interaction overhead calculates the additional time it
took to reach its goal compared to the theoretical best time possible. In other
words, this measures the extra time that the agent spent avoiding collisions with
all other agents and static obstacles in the scene. An interaction overhead of 0
would mean that all the agents reached their goals in the best possible travel
time. Formally, the interaction overhead for the set of agents A is defined as
follows:
Interacion Overhead = TTime(A) - MinTTime(A)
where TTime(A) = µTimeToGoal(A)+3σT imeToGoal(A) such that TimeToGoal(A)
are a set of travel completion times, and µ(.) and σ(.) denote the mean and stan-
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dard deviations respectively and MinTTime(A) = µMinT imeToGoal(A) +
3σMinT imeToGoal(A) ; such that MinTimeToGoal(A) are a set of theoreti-
cal best travel times assuming that each agent followed a straight line path to
the goal at their preferred speed.
5. Energy Efficiency: We use the energy efficiency metric as defined in [18, 21].
The energy efficiency of an agent at a particular frame is defined as the ratio of
the progress made by the agent towards the goal to the total energy expended
at that frame.
The progress made by an agent Ai towards the goal at a particular time-step is
calculated as follows:
Progress (Ai) = v ·
g − p
‖g − p‖
where g,p are the goal position and current position respectively and v is the
instantaneous velocity of the agent.
The energy expended by the agent at a particular timestep is calculated as:
Energy (Ai) = b+ c‖v‖2,
where the first term b denotes the power consumed by the agent due its pro-
cessing and sensing operations, while the second term c‖v‖2 corresponds to the
kinetic energy spent by the agent while moving. Following the work of [19], we
have opted to pick b=1 and c=2.25.
Finally the energy efficiency for the agent is:




The total energy efficiency of a simulation is calculated by taking the mean of
the energy efficiencies of each agent.
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4.2 Results and Analysis
Table 4.1 shows evaluation results of traditional ORCA and ORCA combined
with LiDAR, MPD, and Attention encoding. In all scenarios, using learned preferred
velocities performs better than naively picking the goal direction. In the circle and
hallway scenario, our methods outperform vanilla ORCA by a sizeable margin. Not
only do they complete the tasks faster with low interaction overhead, but they also
lead to higher average speed and energy efficiency. This suggests that the agents
can traverse towards their goal with less deviation compared to vanilla methods.
This can be confirmed with the trajectory plots discussed later in the section. For
the Two-groups at 90◦ scenario, the proposed methods only marginally outperform
vanilla ORCA. This can be attributed to the fact that the scenario’s dense interactions
are not well presented in the datasets we chose for training. As future work, it will
be interesting to see how training on more densely packed crowd data affects the
network’s performance in such interactions.
Table 4.2 shows results from our experiments with the PowerLaw. It can be
noticed that for most scenarios, the difference in performance between the vanilla
PowerLaw and modified versions is not as distinct as in ORCA. This is because Pow-
erLaw is elaborated from crowd interaction data and hence simulations generally ex-
hibit some of the efficiency found in human motion. Still, learning preferred velocities
shows an improvement in almost all scenarios in comparison to the vanilla method.
In the Two-groups at 90◦ scenario, which requires the densest agent interactions
among our testing scenarios, we noticed that the our approaches can reduce the num-
ber of collisions than vanilla power law while still improving the energy efficiency and
interaction overhead of the system.
While all encoding methods improve vanilla local planning approaches, the
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MPD metric consistently generates energy-efficient and low overhead navigation. The
anticipatory nature of MPD seems to generalize on a wide variety of scenarios contain-
ing both sparse and dense scenarios, different neighbor radius and relative velocities,
and a variety of neighbor interaction scenarios absent in the original dataset.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 compare the vanilla ORCA versus ORCA + MPD, in the
Hallway scenario. In the ORCA simulation, the two groups of agents approach each
other head-on and spend some time to find a collision-free velocity that makes progress
towards the goal. Note that, for vanilla ORCA, we are perturbing the goal velocity
with random gaussian noise (0 mean, 10−4 standard deviation) to avoid deadlock sit-
uations common in ORCA. On the other hand, when the preferred velocity is queried
using our MPD network, the agents can pick preferred velocities by observing other
agents’ actions. This allows to avoid the deadlock scenario in the ORCA simulation
and accelerates the simulation time.
In Figures 4.4 and 4.5, the simulations for vanilla ORCA and LiDAR-assisted
ORCA is shown for the circle scenario. The latter completes the task in 7.6 seconds
compared to the 11.7 seconds of the former method, with higher energy efficiency and
lower interaction overhead. The agents’ trajectories in the vanilla ORCA simulation
show high curvatures, particularly in the middle of the simulation when multiple
agents flock in the center searching for space. The trajectories produced by the
hybrid approach are much smoother and decisive.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7, the simulations for vanilla PowerLaw and MPD+PowerLaw
is shown for the Two-groups at 90◦ scenario (agent-radius set to 0.2m). In the
vanilla method, it is noticeable that the two groups of agents start pushing each
other towards the environment’s bottom-right corner. Both parties greedily try to
reach their destinations at each timestep without reacting to what the neighbors are
trying to achieve. This behavior eventually results in multiple agents taking a longer
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path to the goal and a simulation time of 19 seconds with an interaction overhead
of 11.11 seconds. In contrast, the MPD-assisted preferred velocities show lesser de-
viation and complete the simulation in 16 seconds, with a lower interaction overhead
of 6.326 seconds.
In Figures 4.9 and 4.8, we show the speed distribution plots with PowerLaw
and ORCA variants. We ignore the first two and last two frames of each agent’s
trajectory, calculate their speed per frame, and plot a density distribution graph. The
Y-axis denotes the density (density = counts/(
∑
(counts)∗bin width), where counts
are the number of data points in each bin), such that the area under the histogram
integrates to 1. Although the improvement is less pronounced when using PowerLaw
(due to its inherent capabilities of producing human-like motion) compared to ORCA,
we can still see that LiDAR can improve the performance of vanilla PowerLaw. For
ORCA-variants, we can see that all methods improve the vanilla implementation to
produce higher speeds in agents. The vanilla ORCA plot shows a high density in
low-speed regions (around 0.6 m/s) highlighted by the red circle in Figure 4.9 that
is absent in the hybrid plots, suggesting that some agents stops or significantly slow
down during their trajectory due to possible congestions.
In Figures 4.11 and 4.10, we compare the interaction overheads of each method
on different scenarios. In most scenes, the adaptive preferred speed improves the per-
formance of the vanilla methods (except LiDAR+ORCA in Two-Groups at 90◦, and
PowerLaw+Latent in circle). The MPD method seems to consistently produce the
best gain in the ORCA scenarios. Although its performance gain is less pronounced











Circle12 ORCA 11.7 0.971 8.53 0.302
LiDAR 8.50 1.098 4.34 0.342
MPD 8.1 1.118 4.102 0.341
Latent 8.1 1.043 4.10 0.335
Hallway ORCA 14.2 0.659 10.73 0.211
LiDAR 8.7 1.111 3.837 0.349
MPD 7.8 1.16 1.24 0.366
Latent 8.1 1.144 2.546 0.356
Two-group ORCA 14.3 1.244 3.5 0.368
at 90◦ LiDAR 14.9 1.172 5.04 0.364
MPD 13.8 1.237 3.45 0.371
Latent 13.7 1.247 3.18 0.368
Crowd ORCA 12 0.932 8.08 0.293
LiDAR 9.6 1.064 3.88 0.335
MPD 9.4 1.104 3.02 0.347
Latent 9.3 1.087 3.27 0.342











Circle12 PowerLaw 9.38 0.995 4.683 0.337
LiDAR 7.83 1.123 3.06 0.363
MPD 7.71 1.05 2.710 0.352
Latent 9.65 0.991 6.328 0.333
Hallway PowerLaw 12.38 0.72 6.952 0.257
LiDAR 8.75 1.032 3.651 0.347
MPD 8.72 0.987 3.448 0.343
Latent 8.7 1.017 3.567 0.347
Two- PowerLaw 16.70 1.08 8.404 0.345
group LiDAR 15.83 1.12 6.074 0.358
at 90◦ MPD 16.70 1.085 7.347 0.353
Latent 16.17 1.089 6.601 0.350
Crowd PowerLaw 10.65 0.874 5.067 0.324
LiDAR 9.84 0.887 4.701 0.329
MPD 9.96 0.877 4.83 0.321
Latent 10 0.918 4.324 0.332
Table 4.2: PowerLaw Experiment Results. Collision statistics are not shown since
no collisons were encountered.
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Figure 4.2: Vanilla ORCA simulation on the Hallway scenario. The agents reach
a deadlock situation which increases the interaction overhead of the simulation.
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Figure 4.3: ORCA simulation in the Hallway scenario with preferred deviations
obtained from MPD encoding. Notice in particular, how the agents in the wing
react to each other’s actions by moving into pockets of spaces created by each other’s
motion.
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Figure 4.4: Vanilla ORCA simulation on 12 agents Circle scenario with agent-
radius set to 0.25m. The last three agents exhibit high rotation and end up travelling
a longer and convoluted distances to the goal with extreme curvatures.
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Figure 4.5: ORCA simulation with preferred velocities obtained from MPD scans
on Circle scenario (agent radius = 0.25m). Unlike 4.4, the agents reach the goal
faster with smoother trajectories.
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Figure 4.6: Vanilla Powerlaw simulation on Two-groups at 90◦ scenario. Notice
from 7 to 11 seconds how all agents try to reach towards their goal, but end up
pushing the mass of agents towards the bottom-left. This causes a large group of
agents to deviate from the straight line path and cause a high interaction overhead.
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Figure 4.7: PowerLaw simulation with MPD-assisted preferred velocities on
Two-groups at 90◦ scenario. The agents complete the scenario faster as well as
take less deviations while reaching the goal compared to vanilla PowerLaw.
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Figure 4.8: Speed distribution histogram for Two-groups at 90◦ scenario with Pow-
erLaw variants. The black line denotes the mean speed and the gray box shows the
one-standard deviation.
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Figure 4.9: Speed distribution histogram for Two-groups at 90◦ scenario with
ORCA variants.The black line denotes the mean speed and the gray box shows
the one-standard deviation. The high density in ORCA at speed = 0.6m/s shows
that some agents slow down during certain parts of their trajectories.
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Figure 4.10: A bar graph that shows the comparison of interaction overhead with
PowerLaw and our three methods on test scenarios. A higher interaction over-
head corresponds to agents taking more time to reach their goals.
Figure 4.11: A bar graph that shows the comparison of interaction overhead with
ORCA and our three methods on test scenarios. A higher interaction overhead




In this thesis, we explored a human-inspired approach for learning efficient
multi-agent navigation. We used two collision avoidance frameworks, ORCA and the
Power Law, that traditionally rely on goal-oriented preferred velocities. We propose
a framework that queries a neural network to pick preferred velocities as a function of
the agent’s local conditions. We train the neural networks to learn human preferred
deviations (from the goal direction) from four publicly available crowd datasets and
investigate three neighborhood encoding methods that try to capture the static and
dynamic properties of the agent’s surroundings. The first method is a distance-
based LiDAR scan with stacked frames (to provide a sense of time to the encoding).
The second method is another radial scan based on the minimum predicted distance
(MPD) metric, which measures the distance of the closest approach of the ego-agent
with respect to each of its neighbors. The third method we experimented with is a
general neural encoding method that does not make any assumptions about how to
describe the interaction conditions that an agent faces. We individually encode the
states (positions, velocities) of neighboring agents and use an attention module to
encode the collection into a fixed-length embedding space.
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Our training datasets provide a wide range of real-world crowd interaction
scenarios. During training, we create mini-batches by stratifying examples from each
scenario, promoting diversity and generalization. We also analyze the trained neural
networks by designing a gradient-based interpretation algorithm (for LiDAR and
MPD-based networks) that inputs a query input deviation angle and outputs a radial
scan that makes the trained network produce that deviation. The scans align perfectly
with human intuition, as it is noticeable that the network learns to go straight towards
the goal when there are no obstacles in front and takes deviations when surrounded
by agents.
After we train the neural networks, we use them to pass high-level control
signals to the agents’ underlying planning algorithms during simulation. Each agent
iteratively senses its local neighborhood, queries the neighborhood to obtain a human-
preferred deviation, and pass this (along with its preferred speed) into its collision
avoidance subroutine. The subroutine then returns a new collision-free velocity which
the agent takes at the next time step. Thus, we follow a hybrid approach, where we
combine learning − based and planning − based methods to train virtual agents to
exhibit human-level navigation patterns and retain the formal guarantees provided
by collision-avoidance algorithms.
We test these data-driven agents in multiple diverse scenarios and evaluate
their global interaction overhead and energy efficiency. Our results show a promising
direction for future research. When human-inspired actions are passed as preferred
velocities into the agent’s underlying local planner, we observed the time efficiency
of the multi-agent system improves, especially when using the ORCA navigation
method. We also show an improvement over PowerLaw, a force-based planner derived
from crowd interaction data that aligns with our original hypothesis that opting for
greedy actions at every timestep (always aligning preferred direction of motion with
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the goal direction) can exhibit myopic behavior that can be detrimental to the long-
term efficiency of the global system of agents. Instead, our method allows agents
to opt for smarter target velocities that adapt to its neighborhood dynamics. We
present some trajectories from simulations, such as Figures 4.3, 4.5, and 4.7, where
we show examples where agents show a tendency to react to each other’s actions
(like humans do while navigating in a crowded space) and take independent actions
without any communication with its neighbors. We demonstrate quantitatively how
these actions eventually lead to an improvement in global efficiency.
We found that the MPD method generalizes the best across all our test sce-
narios and planners both qualitatively and quantitatively. The LiDAR method also
shows promising results in a variety of scenarios. Still, conceptually the MPD scan
has the edge over LiDAR because, by definition, the former can encode dynamic infor-
mation of the neighborhood more straightforwardly. While the current formulation of
the latent-embedding method has some limitations (no representation of the agents’
radius, no simple way of encoding static obstacles), early results with this method
appear to be promising. Because of the generality of the encoding scheme, we think
training on larger datasets should help improve the performance further. Further
experimentation is needed to see how all three method scales in different scenarios
that include static obstacles and when using different training datasets.
Limitations:
Since our approach is data-driven, the quality of our results is bounded by the
scope and sizes of the datasets and training examples that we use. Our testing sce-
narios were devoid of static obstacles (we show some preliminary results in Appendix
A), and it remains to be seen how adding more closed and densely packed scenarios
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affect the simulations. We would also need to make adjustments to the attention-
based descriptor in order to account for static obstacles. One method may be to treat
static obstacles as a collection of neighbors with zero velocity, and continue using our
current formulation. This may be computationally inefficient, so other static-obstacle
representations need also to be considered. Still, due to it’s generality, we think that
the attention-based method has the potential to outperform both the MPD and the
LiDAR method, given enough data.
We assume that all our agents are discs with fixed radius in our framework,
which may not be the case when we are in a real-world setting. If this method is to be
transferred to real robotic systems, it may be worth to explore different shapes and
sizes of agents. We also assume that trained agents can behave similarly to the expert
pedestrians from our datasets, ignoring the kinodynamic constraints of the real-world
robots. Finally, it must be noted that our method does not directly optimize for global
efficiency. We follow the decentralized multi-agent navigation paradigm where each
neighbor senses and acts for optimizing towards own goals, without communication
with its neighbors. We are aware that our approach cannot entirely replace a global
planner, when deploying many agents to navigate in a complex environments with
dense obstacles, or with densely crowded pedestrians, or for that matter both. Adding
a waypoint generation algorithm as a high level planner that inputs new goal locations
can also be beneficial for traversing through scenarios with a large number of static
obstacles [42].
Future Work:
There are multiple promising directions for future work. One could improve the
framework by addressing limitations mentioned above. Although we learn navigation
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policies from human data, our primary goal is to increase the efficiency of the global
system of agents. It will be interesting to assess the trajectories taken by agents using
our approach and compare directly with crowd motion, for example by using the
entropy metric [23, 32] to quantitatively analyze the similarity between trajectories
observed in our agents and ground truth human trajectories. We can also evaluate
on the basis of distance metric [62], novelty detection [74, 71], or unfreezing time
[61]. The next phase of our research involves deploying our methods to turtlebots
and test how the method translates to real- world applications. Another interesting
avenue of research is to deploy robots in a heterogeneous setting and extend our work
to socially-intelligent agents that interact with human beings [53, 22, 41]. We also
intend to collect laboratory and real-world datasets in such settings, which can be





Appendix A Learning from dense scenarios with
obstacles
In this section, we discuss training MPD and LiDAR based descriptors on
dense or closed pedestrian datasets that contain multiple static obstacles. Table 1
shows the description of the two scenarios used for the training. In [32], the authors
capture a low dimensional manifold of various scenarios that humans encounter during
crowd navigation, and show that human action in closed scenarios like the bnc (Figure
1) map to a different space than open scenarios in 3.1. Our early results are promising
and shows that learning from dense scenarios can show improvement over vanilla
local planners, and that training policies on dense scenarios produce better results in

















a long constricted hall-
way.(unidirectional flow)
178 31127
Table 1: Pedestrian datasets used for training
For learning human-preferred deviations in closed scenarios, we trained neural
networks on bnc and bncl datasets, having about 50,000 interaction examples in
total, which is considerably lower than the open scenarios we trained in Table 4.1
(which contained close to 130,000 interactions). We evaluate these networks on the
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Figure 1: The datasets used for training. Left: Bottleneck, Right: Long bottleneck
Figure 2: Gr90: A “closed” densely packed scenario with static obstacles. For 15
seconds, two groups (with total 100 pedestrians) enter the scene and need to cross
each other to reach the other at 90 degrees.
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Two-groups at 90◦ dataset (Chapter 4) and the Gr90 [39] dataset (Figure 2), which
consists of two groups with a total of 100 pedestrians trying to cross each other at 90◦
in the presence of static obstacles in the scene. Table 2 and 3 shows experiment results
on both of these scenarios with using ORCA and PowerLaw respectively. Despite
the low number of training rows, we can see that the network can still improve the
performance of vanilla methods or at least match it. Especially with PowerLaw, our
approach has considerably improved the vanilla implementation in both scenarios.
The closed-model seems to also improve on the open-models trained for Table 4.1
and 4.2 in the Two-groups at 90◦ scenario. Although these results look promising,










Gr90 ORCA 30.4 1.23 3.27 0.36
LiDAR 30.5 1.23 2.79 0.36
MPD 30.5 1.21 4.15 0.35
Two- ORCA 14.3 1.244 3.5 0.368
groups LiDAR 14.4 1.27 3.5 0.37
at 90◦ MPD 13.9 1.25 3.4 0.37
Table 2: Vanilla ORCA Experiment Results. Collision statistics are not shown










Gr90 PowerLaw 32.9∗ 1.19 3.99 0.36
LiDAR 30.94 1.18 2.73 0.37
MPD 30.98 1.17 2.77 0.37
Two- Powerlaw 16.70 1.08 8.404 0.345
groups LiDAR 14.77 1.18 4.07 0.36
at 90◦ MPD 14.89 1.16 4.55 0.37
Table 3: Powerlaw Experiment Results. (* here represents that 1 agent was stuck
at the obstacle at the end of the simulation. Collision statistics are not shown since
no collisions were encountered)
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Appendix B Learning Speed Information from Pedes-
trian Datasets
In section 3.3, we train neural networks to learn human-preferred deviations
from pedestrian datasets. During simulation, we assumed that the preferred speed of
the agent is always fixed and we only incorporate the human-preferred deviation to
formulate a new vpref that we pass as input into local planners. In this section, we
provide results where we also learn the magnitude of human-preferred velocities from
open-crowd datasets (oneway01, oneway02, zara01, zara02, students), compared
to just learning deviations, and use vpref as a tuple of both human-preferred speed
and deviation. This means that for certain interaction scenarios, the agent will be
able to decide to slow down, as well as go faster compared to its usual preferred
speed. We tested this approach in the circle, hallway, and Two-groups at 90◦
scenarios using the same experimental conditions as section 4.2. Tables 4 and 5 show
corresponding results. The latent method seems to be more stable compared to MPD
and LiDAR methods, however the results still seem inconclusive. In certain scenarios,
using human-preferred speeds actually shows a minor drop in performance compared
to vanilla planner. Comparing with 4.1 and 4.2, we can observe that the performance
gain has reduced in these results.
In conclusion, it is unclear if they can increase the global efficiency of the
system. This does not necessarily mean that learning human-preferred speed is a
bad idea. We hypothesize that learning both speed and deviation will produce more
human-like understanding of crowd interactions in virtual agents. Conceptually, slow-
ing down speeds (in dense environments) may result in higher energy efficiency and
less deviations from the goal path. We think that training on a larger corpus of data











Circle ORCA 11.70 0.97 8.53 0.30
Lidar 9.7 1.07 4.75 0.34
MPD 10.60 0.91 7.80 0.30
Latent 9.8 0.97 5.96 0.32
Hallway ORCA 14.20 0.66 10.73 0.21
Lidar 9.09 1.02 4.39 0.33
MPD 8.8 1.056 4.23 0.345
Latent 8.3 1.01 2.89 0.355
Two-groups ORCA 14.3 1.24 3.5 0.368
at 90◦ Lidar 14.99 1.17 5.04 0.363
MPD 15.6 1.16 5.4 0.365
Latent 14.8 1.19 4.17 0.373
Table 4: ORCA Experiment Results using human-like preferred speeds and direc-









Circle PowerLaw 9.22 0.995 4.411 0.335
Lidar 8.54 1.036 3.44 0.3514
MPD 8.22 1.019 3.39 0.349
Latent 9.43 0.926 5.33 0.323
Hallway PowerLaw 12.38 0.72 6.952 0.257
Lidar 10.75 0.97 5.25 0.345
MPD 10.72 0.94 5.51 0.32
Latent 9.23 0.98 4.24 0.36
Two-groups PowerLaw 10.65 0.87 5.07 0.32
at 90◦ Lidar 10.76 0.96 5.25 0.337
MPD 10.72 0.94 5.51 0.33
Latent 9.24 0.97 4.24 0.342
Table 5: PowerLaw Experiment Results using human-like preferred speeds and
directions. Collision statistics are not shown since no collisions were encountered.
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Appendix C Local Planners
C.1 Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance
ORCA is a velocity-based approach for collision avoidance that provides guar-
antees for collision-free motion among multiple holonomic robots. We are given a
group of n robots which are represented as disks of radius ri, each having a target
goal position gi, velocity vi and position xi. At each timestep, the agent also se-
lects a preferred velocity vprefi , which is typically chosen as the goal direction scaled
by its preferred speed. The objective of ORCA is to compute an optimal vi that is
collision-free and maximally aligned to vprefi .
For robot Ai and neighbor Aj, the velocity obstacle [17] V Oi|j is a set of all
relative velocities that will lead to a collision between the two agents at some moment
in time τ >= 0.
V Oτi|j = {v̄ | ∃t ∈ [0, τ ] , τ v̄ ∈ D (xj − xi, rj + ri)}
where D(x, r) is a disc centered at x having radius r.
The set of collision-free velocities for the agent Ai is given by:
ORCAτi = D(0, V
max) ∩i 6=j ORCAτi|j
where D(0, V maxi ) denotes the set of allowed holonomic velocities for the robot, and
ORCAτi|j is a set of velocities which move agent Ai at least halfway out of the velocity
obstacle between Ai and Aj.
The optimal velocity for the robot can then be found as the velocity in the set
ORCAτi that is closest to the preferred velocity v
pref
i :




The above optimization problem can be solved using linear programming in
time linear with the number of neighbors that Ai has to avoid. The position of the
agent can then be computed at the next timestep using standard Euler integration:
xi+ = vi∆t, where ∆t is the simulation time.
C.2 Power Law
PowerLaw is a predictive force-based method that computes collision-free ve-
locities using the notion of time-to-collision. In [31], the authors analyzed a variety
of publicly available crowd datasets and demonstrated that the interaction energy
between a pair of pedestrians follows a PowerLaw distribution as a function of their
projected time-to-collision τ . The time to collision τ between agent Ai and neighbor
Aj, such that their relative distance x = xi − xj, relative velocity v = vi − vj and
combined radius r = ri + rj, denotes the first time in the future that the two agents
collide assuming both agents extrapolate forward with the same velocity. It can be
computed by finding the smallest positive root for the quadratic equation related to
the necessary condition for disc collision:
‖x + vτ‖ = r
In case no roots exist for τ we consider τ =∞, which means that the two agents can
never collide (for example if their velocities are equal and parallel to each other).
The interaction potential of two pedestrians are mathematically given as:
U(x,v) = kτ−pe−τ/τ0
where k is the scaling constant that sets the unit for energy, p is the exponent of
power law, and the τ0 models the fact that pedestrians tend to ignore collisions that
place too far in the future.
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where D is the discriminant of the quadratic (x · v)2 − ‖v‖2(‖x‖2 − r2)
Given the preferred velocity vpref and the current velocity vi of the agent, the




, where ξ is the time that the agent takes to adapt its velocity to
the preferred velocity.
Given the driving force Fgoal and the collision avoidance force FC , we calculate




where ∆t is the time step of the simulation.
Because PowerLaw is derived from crowd data, agents tend to exhibit more
human-like behavior. As compared to ORCA, PowerLaw agents are willing to take
a step towards a collision if that collision can be solved more efficiently in the short
run. This addresses the issues of timid agents commonly encountered with ORCA
and leading to agents being more assertive towards reaching their goals.
One of the disadvantage of the PowerLaw is that, as any first-order method, it typi-
cally requires a very small time step to guarantee numerical stability. This makes it
slower to run than ORCA.
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